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Introduction
Diagnostically, the paper revolves around the concept of non-state sovereign entrepreneurs. We first focus on the concept of the sovereign, particularly the sovereign state, inasmuch as it relates to local and global governance and, in turn, pertains to violent social conflict. Finding that state sovereignty lies at the crux of the inability to deal with violent social conflict in a timely manner, we then shift our attention to consider a different solution approach, namely that of non-state sovereign actors and the entrepreneurship required to form non-territorial sovereign organizations that might address violent social conflict effectively, efficiently, and reliably.
The next section discusses varieties of entrepreneurship, followed by a section that contains a diagnosis of why violent social conflict proves hard to contain under current state-based arrangements. The new foundational concepts of non-state sovereign entrepreneurs (NSEs) and the non-territorial sovereign organizations they form (NSOs), emphasize the difference between these organizations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are discussed. The section also provides and discusses a number of historical and contemporary examples of NSOs. The last section summarizes and concludes.
Varieties of entrepreneurship

Commercial entrepreneurship, political entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurs are more easily named than defined-for the United States, one 20th century list includes Bill Gates (Microsoft), Sam Walton (Wal-Mart), Ted Turner (CNN), Henry Ford (Ford Motor Company), Ray Kroc (McDonald's and franchising), and Fred Smith (FedEx)-but one way or another character attributes such as envisioning and pursuit of commercial market opportunities, provision of leadership, and risk assumption are mentioned. Entrepreneurs do not need to start from scratch (Ray Kroc took over someone else's business and then built it up), be singular (Bill Gates' quieter co-founder of Microsoft was Paul Allen), or become multibillion dollar businesses.
Risk-taking as a character trait of entrepreneurs has been traced to Richard Cantillon (ca. 1730 ) but the precise term appears to originate with Jean-Baptiste Say (1803, Book I, Chapter V) who applies it to a person who sees market opportunity by combining capital and labour that are not necessarily his own. Joseph Schumpeter (1942) extended this to one who sees opportunity in a particular kind of innovation, namely one that competitively destroys fellow businessmen's markets by offering superior products or services for sale. Hence the celebrated phrase 'creative destruction'. Even better, instead of merely creating an improved water mill, gas lamp, or card catalogue, the invention of 'disruptive technologies', such as steam power, electric lights, or modern-day information technology, created entirely new industries from scratch (a process The Economist calls 'creative creation'). 1 1 On the term entrepreneur, see e.g., Sobel (2007) or the Wikipedia entry. On entrepreneurship, also see the extensive survey in The Economist magazine (12 March 2009) and the sources cited there.
Whereas the entrepreneur is an agent of change, entrepreneurship refers to a process, and, at least since Schumpeter, much thought has been given to governmental policies that would condition the economic environment so as to enable this process to function with minimal friction and call forth the agents on demand. 2 If economy-wide growth and subsequent prosperity are driven by entrepreneurship, then the proper role of government lies in providing a nurturing institutional environment such as minimalist, and unbiased, regulation, a stable legal framework, and sound money. In economic theory this has led to the formulation of new theories of economic growth (e.g., Romer 1990) . But the empirical literature that aims to causally and precisely relate Schumpeterian entrepreneurship to economic growth-to link micro activity to macro outcomes-remains unsettled, certainly for developing economies.
Usually confined to commercial society, it is recognized that the attributes of entrepreneurship carry over to other fields such as political, social, religious, and academic entrepreneurs. 3 In addition to goods and services, certain agents in society produce 'bads' and 'disservices'. Entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship can be productive or unproductive, or even destructive (e.g., Baumol 1990).
Paraphrasing The Economist, one also might speak of 'destructive destruction'. Specifically with respect to war and other violent social conflict, social scientists such as Kenneth Boulding, Jack Hirshleifer, and Gordon Tullock developed concepts such as contest success functions and appropriation and coercion-based economics (as compared to production and exchange-based economics), and the toolkit of neoclassical economics is applied to phenomena such as rent seeking, organized crime, rebellion and revolution, civil war, and terrorism. More recently it has been broadened further and is labelled security economics. The now voluminous literature of economics and quantitative political science provides evidence of both micro and macroeconomic causes and consequences of destructive political entrepreneurship. 4
Social entrepreneurship, sovereign entrepreneurship
A third type of entrepreneurship is seen in the profit and not-for-profit (non-taxed) social entrepreneurs who necessarily combine commercial with sociocultural or sociopolitical aspirations. Prominent examples include Amnesty International, Greenpeace, International Alert, Global Witness, and Doctors Without Borders, each of which, in one way or another, deal with violent social conflict and whose presence in or 2 By analogy, if the entrepreneur is the spark, then workers and managers serve as engine and oil, respectively, in the machinery of economics.
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We use the phrase commercial society as an alternative to the more common term business. Commercial society consists of private sector commercial operations of all types and their collective organizations such as Chambers of Commerce and labour unions who do not fit well within the rubrics of civil society or government. However, when chambers of industry or labour unions are staffed by government appointment and funded through mandated taxes we would classify them as part of government. This would also apply to state-owned enterprises that operate at fiat prices rather than market prices.
absence from conflict zones can make a drastic difference to the affected populations. All need to raise revenue, and all need to control cost so as to maximize resource flow toward their respective missions. At the same time, all were started by one or more persons with an entrepreneurial vision. All innovated and created a market, yet we are not aware of much scholarly attention having been given to them in the conflict literature.
The Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at Oxford University's Saïd Business School defines social entrepreneurship as 'the product of individuals, organizations, and networks that challenge conventional structures by addressing failures-and identifying new opportunities-in the institutional arrangements that currently cause the inadequate provision or unequal distribution of social and environmental goods'. One way of phrasing this-if only for emphasis-is to say that instead of a commercial entrepreneur also delivering, in an Adam Smithian world, unintended public benefits, social entrepreneurs aim to deliver public benefits that also yield non-incidental private benefits to them. Indeed, in addition to intended public benefits they may also deliver unintended public benefits, for example, when better health care provision directly benefits not only the affected population but also their employers.
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There are several foundations whose mission it is to bring social entrepreneurs into being. Among them are the Ashoka, Schwab, and Skoll Foundations (see for example: Skoll: www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/skoll).
None as yet appears to have set up a social entrepreneurship incubator.
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See Tiebout (1956). sovereigns are free to make that choice. However, there is nothing in the international system that shields them or their citizens from the consequences of their choices. Sovereigns should not expect to have absolute autonomy and still enjoy international insurance against making poor choices. Rather, the question is whether a sovereign's subjects may have that expectation or even the right of insurance against sovereign failure, a complex set of issues to which we now turn.
3 Failed governance and the sovereign prize 3.1 The sovereign state: attributes and purposes Today, sovereignty refers to self-rule of a people in a given territory; however that rule might be culturally sanctioned and operationally exercised. The present international system consists of an assemblage of self-ruling sovereignties that has its origin in the 1648 Peace of Westphalia. A modern sovereign state takes on (at least) three fundamental attributes:
1. The sovereign has legitimate authority: authority is acknowledged power and not just the potential use of coercive force. The sovereign derives authority from some legitimizing source, which can be either/both internal (often ideological) and external (recognition by other sovereigns).
2. The sovereign has supremacy: there is no authority above a sovereign, and all authority within the sovereign's realm is inferior to it.
3. The sovereign has territory: a state is defined as supreme within its territory.
Sovereigns, being supreme within their territory, operate as de jure equals to each other. Interactions between territories remain the exclusive domain of sovereigns. They can encourage, discourage, or prohibit such interactions. No institutions above them exercise legitimate, binding authority. 8
The central purpose of such sovereignty is to facilitate governance within the realm, that is, to establish rules, laws, regulations, and enforcement mechanisms. State-based governance is called government and comprises legislative, executive, and judicial aspects. Non-state forms of governance exist alongside the state. Every family and firm has its own procedural and behavioural norms and rules and formal or informal enforcement mechanisms. 9 Families and firms are governed societies without the accoutrement of statehood. For example, nomadic tribes used family relationships to establish the first governed societies without a fixed relationship to territory. Some of these societies still exist today, and sometimes in conflict with Westphalian states. 10 Similarly, religions exercise authority over the faithful based on their beliefs, not their geographic home. Empires extended some degree of authority over territories where they had large commercial interests. Thus empire-wide laws applied to individuals recognized by the centre of the empire, but vassal lords often held legal sway over local populations. In all these non-state cases, attributes one and two of modern day sovereignty tend to hold-i.e., authority and supremacy (certainly for firms, less so for modern families)-but attribute three in particular (defined territory) does not.
Externally, sovereigns can voluntarily form or join institutions by mutual agreement with other sovereigns and put limitations on their behaviour. The United Nations is one such treaty organization. Being voluntary, withdrawal from membership is possible and thus sovereignty is maintained. The Charter of the United Nations and a series of declarations, resolutions, and concrete acts associated with post-Second World War decolonization simplified and strengthened the concept of sovereignty, particularly with regard to a sovereign's absolute control over a defined territory.
The United Nations General Assembly's Friendly Relations Declaration of 24 October 1970 states that 'no State or group of States has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason whatsoever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State'. 11 The non-interference model of state sovereignty is a foundational part of today's international legal framework. Indeed, Article 1(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states as the first human right that 'all peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development'. 12 The sovereign state has been the principal means by which global society has implemented the principle of self-determination.
Non-interference of one sovereign in another's affairs is a prerequisite for selfdetermination and thus for the realization of all the other rights and values a community seeks. As seen in the Charter of the United Nations, the Westphalian system demonstrates a belief that armed interventions are almost always predatory in nature. Therefore, the principle of state sovereignty now largely operates to protect weak states from predation by the strong, hence the vociferous resistance by some states to the United States's war started in 2003 against Iraq and the equally determined resistance by states to grapple effectively and decisively with cases such as Sudan and Zimbabwe. Thus the purpose of external state-to-state voluntary, mutual agreements also is governance, in this case the governance of state-to-state relations within the international system of sovereign states.
their Czech citizenship because, being nomadic, they could not meet the residency requirements set by the Czech Republic when it separated from Slovakia.
Incentive problems of state-based governance
Although the legal framework for sovereignty is contemporary, that does not mean that sovereigns operate today unambiguously within that framework. Nor does it mean that such a framework, focused on the state as the sole legitimate actor in international relations, provides a sufficient foundation for effective, efficient, and reliable global governance.
For example, the lack of concern for sovereign responsibility once sovereign rights have been captured has become a contentious issue. Today it is widely accepted by global civil society that a sovereign should be the agent of its people, individually or communally. When people confer rule making power on an agent, they confer rights to speak and act on behalf of the collective, and that right is conferred with an understanding that the sovereign will act in their collective interest and for their benefit. But these rights can and often are usurped, not only but especially in multitribe or multination states when one group wishes to assert rights over one or more of the others by dent of grasping the reins of, and therefore the international protection granted to, statehood. In the absence of countervailing political, cultural, and commercial institutions within or outside the state, the absolute power granted to a sovereign encourages the abuse of sovereignty. Usurpation of power is facilitated and enhanced when other sovereigns in the Westphalian system accept their obligation not to intervene. Consequently, successful political entrepreneurs are generally welcomed into the fold so long as they do not directly threaten the interests of other sovereigns.
Former Australian foreign minister Gareth Evans characterizes the acceptance of internal state violence by other states under the Westphalian system as the 'institutionalization of indifference', and cites former US American Secretary of State Robert Lansing as remarking, in conjunction with his role as a member of the Paris Peace Treaty negotiation team in 1919, that 'the essence of sovereignty is the absence of responsibility' (Evans 2008: 18) . Sovereignty is synonymous with immunity from outside discipline. No matter how horrific the process of usurping state power or of putting opposition movements down, a sovereign state can rightfully expect the inaction of other sovereigns. Although vigorously keeping an external balance of power between and among each other, sovereigns under the Westphalian system grant each other an internal monopoly on violence, even to the extent of granting an effective right to rule through violence, oppression, or rigged elections.
This grant amounts to a priori immunity from prosecution for even the most blatant immoral and inhumane treatment of a state's subjects. It also amounts to an incentive for internal opponents to organize coup d'états, assassinations, or insurrections to seize the reins of sovereignty. Sovereignty is contestable and offers a lucrative winner-takeall prize, namely the sovereign right of absolute control over territory, its entire people, and all other resources within. The (bloody) contest for the prize of sovereignty stems from such grand power.
Driving this contest is the fact that once won, other sovereigns tend to accept the winner as a legitimate sovereign into the international community of states with little concern about the legitimacy of the contest or of the regime itself. Rather than encouraging selfdetermination, sovereignty in some places has allowed the victor the ability to harass and even destroy peoples within its territory. The state's monopoly on violence, combined with the principle of non-interference, give the sovereign an incomparable edge in any domestic dispute. In essence, any sovereign is acceptable to other sovereigns, no matter how that sovereignty has been come by and sustained.
The Westphalian obstacle
Even when limited to the realm of human security, an increasing number of issues are challenging the basis of the Westphalian system and demand behaviours that are contrary to Westphalian doctrines. A sampling of them includes the following:
• Global civil society now widely agrees that some state behaviours are so outrageous as to constitute intolerable crimes against humanity and require that limits be placed on Westphalian sovereign immunity. The Responsibility to Protect (R2P) movement asserts that if a sovereign can not or will not protect its own subjects from mass atrocities then it is the responsibility of other sovereigns to protect them, even if that requires armed intervention. This violates a number of sovereign rights, among them the right to monopoly on the use of force, the inviolability of territory, control of borders, and suzerainty over citizens. 13 • The recently established International Criminal Court in The Hague is meant to begin to overcome some of the inadequacies of the Westphalian system. It required a great deal of effort to establish, largely due to the fear of state sovereigns of the development of a suprastate authority. Consequently, only citizens of sovereigns who agree to be bound by ICC jurisdiction may be tried under its authority (or any person committing a crime in a state that has acceded to the ICC Statutes). This limits the ability of the court to prosecute specific cases. The ICC is further restrained in that by a majority vote of the United Nations Security Council sovereign states may prevent the prosecution of a specific case, and any veto in the Security Council can stop an intended ICC prosecution. 14 • Non-state military and criminal organizations are increasingly challenging the system of international relations. Sovereign states that do not or can not wholly control their territory, such as tribal areas in Pakistan, nevertheless are held responsible for the activities that go on there. Other sovereigns, feeling threatened by those activities, may seek retribution against the incapable sovereign and/or may violate international norms through direct intervention, 13 On the history of R2P see www.responsibilitytoprotect.org. Although initiated with the support of some states, the R2P project is civil society-based. Notwithstanding claims on the R2P web site that all governments have 'endorsed' R2P, the text of the relevant United Nations General Assembly resolution (UNGA A/60/L.1*, 20 September 2005, § §138-40) is put in the usual careful, diplomacy language. In the end, §139 is quite clear that, as before, any non-peaceful intervention is left up to a resolution of the United Nations Security Council on a case-by-case basis.
14 See http://untreaty.un.org/cod/icc/statute/romefra.htm, Article 16: 'Deferral of investigation or prosecution. No investigation or prosecution may be commenced or proceeded with under this Statute for a period of 12 months after the Security Council, in a resolution adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, has requested the Court to that effect; that request may be renewed by the Council under the same conditions'.
risking war in the process. 15 • Even in the presence of international treaty obligations, prohibitions in regard to weapons of mass destruction (WMD) are difficult to monitor and enforce due to policy independence and sovereign control over territory. Thus only limited enforcement mechanisms are incorporated into WMD treaties due to these concerns. Technology has made WMD much more destructive, and deliverable, than the weapons of 400, or even 50 years ago. The Westphalian system has not developed a structure to deal effectively with imminent, anticipated, or potential threats. Such systems are needed or individual states will assert their sovereign rights to self-defence, as the United States has done, in potentially premature, chaotic, and dangerous ways.
• Interstate wars are the ultimate dispute settlement method under the Westphalian system. Because states are the highest form of political authority, only interstate armed violence can solve disputes where at least one state is unwilling to accept negotiation or moral persuasion, as is a sovereign's right. The reliance of the Westphalian system on military power and war as the ultimate arbiter is inherently at odds with the strong desire of most people to make law and proper governance the ultimate arbiter.
These are but a sample of issues-pertaining to violent social conflict-the resolution of which is impeded by the Westphalian system and the current norms of state-based governance. Westphalia is the obstacle. It is imperative that we recognize that dependence on sovereign states is no longer meeting the needs of diverse societies on Earth. 16 It is not meeting peoples' needs within the state, nor is it maintaining appropriate relations between and among them, nor does it facilitate effective governance of crucial global issues.
Along these lines Stephen Krasner of Stanford University refers to sovereignty as 'organized hypocrisy' (Krasner 1999) . Similarly, Andreas Osiander calls it the 'Westphalian Myth' (Osiander 2001) . More than 20 years ago, Daniel Bell, a Harvard sociologist, noted that the 'nation-state is becoming too small for the big problems of life, and too big for the small problems of life' (Bell 1987: 14) . Professor Louis Henkin, a Columbia University specialist in international law, was even more critical. He wrote that:
'[Sovereignty's] birth is illegitimate, and it has not aged well. The meaning of sovereignty is confused and its uses are various, some of them unworthy, some even destructive of human values... The pervasiveness of that term is unfortunate, rooted in mistake... Sovereignty is a bad word, not only because it has served terrible national mythologies; in international relations, and even in international law, it is often a catchword, a substitute for thinking and precision...for legal purposes, at least, we might 15 Relatedly, the high seas fall under no one's sovereignty. And yet there are increasing problems. Nearshore piracy is covered as near-shore areas fall within sovereign jurisdictions, but high seas areas do not.
16 Most of the extant forms of global governance are based on arrangements by and for states. Treaty organizations such as the United Nations system, WTO, NATO, ASEAN, and the AU only admit states to membership and are held hostage to sovereign interests rather than to the common interests of the global community, the peoples and their environment as a whole. On the AU, see Kioko (2003) .
do well to relegate the term to the shelf of history as a relic from an earlier era... As applied to a state, elements long identified with 'sovereignty' are inevitably only metaphors, fictions, fictions upon fictions '. 17 These are but a sample of the extensive number of writers and practitioners gravely concerned about the consequences of continuing to meet the need for effective, efficient, and reliable global governance of serious global issues utilizing a sovereign state-based model of international relations. As global governance exceptions proliferate and as more issues are at odds with the system of state actors, it appears that these occurrences are linked to an underlying cause: the inherent inability of the Westphalian system to guide humankind in creating effective, peaceful, and just global institutions of governance. Another approach, or at least an alternative, parallel, or complementary approach, is needed.
Non-state sovereign entrepreneurship
In our view, the problems of local or global governance, including violent conflict within and between states, can be ascribed not merely to the faulty exercise of state sovereignty but to its very existence. Whatever proximate solutions are proposed, such as R2P civil society engagement which defers to the United Nations Security Council or the UN Global Compact which seeks to harness commercial society under a United Nations umbrella, ultimate solutions must address the restoration of effective, efficient, and reliable governance and legitimate sovereignty beyond the state.
Ultimate solutions must address the creation of what we term Inclusive Governance
Networks (IGNs), or effective, efficient, and reliable governance and legitimate sovereignty beyond the nationstate, characterized by the inclusion of commercial and civil society, alongside government, as legitimate sovereign actors. Yet, virtually the entire academic and public discussion regarding global governance carries the terms of reference of the Westphalian-type, United Nations, state-based system. But unlike global civil and commercial society, the members of that system are, ironically, the least global players. They can not but act with parochial interests in mind. Thus, due to its design, state-based global governance is unlikely to succeed.
What is needed is an enforceable, rules-based global structure that elevates the legitimate role of civil and commercial society. Sovereigns must exist in the pre-1648 sense: universal assertion of authority and supremacy, but non-territorial-or encompassing territorial, that is, global. Like what the Roman Church once thought it was-universal, free from parochial interests, with governance exercised through increasingly local nodes-effective global governance will only come though the expansion of legitimate roles for civil and commercial societies within appropriate issue domains.
The question arises of how this can possibly be achieved today? Our suggestion looks to NSE and increased legitimate space for NSOs. NSE deals with the rise of transboundary non-state actors as they impinge on and aim to supplement and supersede certain powers of sovereign states. Global civil and commercial society must engage in the innovative search for and operation of sovereign, that is, rule making and rule enforcing yet non-state (non-territorial) powers. In the event of instability of the DNS, ICANN can form a crisis management team to determine what intervention it should take to ensure or restore stability to the system. It could credibly be argued that this is at least as critical to the world as is the stability of the telephone system. But the stability of the telephone system is controlled by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), which is an intergovernmental treaty organization of the United Nations. While non-state actors may become associates, only state members have voting rights in the controlling organs of the ITU. The ITU is a prototypical Westphalian structure for interstate coordination and has a function for the telephone network that closely parallels ICANN's function for the internet.
Non-state sovereign governance already exists
Instead of civil and commercial society being accredited observers to an intergovernmental organization such as the ITU, ICANN literally inverts this familiar governance structure. Member governments each appoint one 'accredited' representative to ICANN's Governmental Advisory Committee (Art. XI, Section 2(1)e).
The Governmental Advisory Committee then may select from its members a single nonvoting Board Liaison Officer (one of six such non-voting officers). In ICANN the private corporation takes on the voting role of the sovereigns in the ITU, and the sovereigns take on the non-voting observer status of 'sector member'. Yet the rules of ICANN are just as enforceable on the states as are the rules of the ITU. Because the state is no longer supreme, this governance organization can not be reconciled with the Westphalian concept of the sovereign state.
There is no inherent reason why the ITU should not have been able to exercise sovereign control over the internet. That it did not suggests that its governing structure was too slow to adapt to the emergence of a new globe spanning technology. Yet that technology still needed a way to organize itself or be organized, and ICANN emerged to provide reliable internet governance. It is legitimized by expertise, effectiveness, and shared values, not by a democratic process. 20
Once one starts looking, examples of existing non-state global governance with some degree of sovereign power can be multiplied. There is no question for instance that Microsoft Corporation's Windows operating system is, in effect, a non-state, sovereign, global governance standard. And Microsoft recently enforced the standard when it blocked pirated Windows software from operating properly in China. 21 The company also has worked to have the various versions of Windows declared a global standard by global standard setting bodies, and this is important because these bodies are not states, nor associations of states (as shown later on). It is a common, but largely unrecognized, practice for non-state actors to engage in global norm formulation, standard setting, and rule making with self-regulation and self-enforcement: in other words to engage in nonstate sovereign global governance.
Non-territorial sovereign organizations are not non-governmental organizations
At this juncture, it is useful to highlight why organizations such as ICANN are not nongovernmental organizations but are non-territorial sovereign organizations. The key insight-the one that drives the entire paper-is that NGOs are subsumed under and subject to the state (or to their multistate organizations). Unlike NSOs, NGOs possess neither rule making authority nor supremacy. Amnesty International and Greenpeace are influential global civil society actors, but unlike NSOs they have no legitimate source from which they could derive rule making and rule enforcing authority, as they lack supremacy within their issue domain. Crucially, however, both NGOs and NSOs are non-territorial, transboundary organizations.
As a matter of logic, the taxonomy of organizations should be rewritten as follows:
• (1973) . In addition, the dollar is de facto tender in many war-torn societies and tourist destinations around the world (e.g., Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Uruguay). Small non-EU European states (Vatican State, Monaco, and San Marino) have adopted the euro in consequence of currency unions with EU-member states, and Andorra, Montenegro, and Kosovo adopted the euro unilaterally, even as they are not EU members.
21 When pirated software is loaded, it activates an update function, and Microsoft then can, and has, interfered with the proper operation of the computers on which the pirated software was loaded. examples to be discussed) o commercial society sovereign organizations (e.g., ICANN, ISO, and other examples provided later on)
Non-state sovereign global entrepreneurship
This seemingly anomalous non-state global governance example of ICANN is not unique. 22 Other examples of non-state groups involved in global sovereign governance include the following. All were driven by entrepreneurs, some specifically with the objective of stopping or mitigating violent social conflict.
• Undoubtedly, due to its role in the peace and security field, a non- legislation/documents/scv_doc_20001126_legge-fondamentalescv_ge.html). The Vatican is not a member of the United Nations but, by UN General Assembly resolution A/RES/58/314 of 1 July 2004, the Holy See 'shall be accorded the rights and privileges of participation in the sessions and work of the General Assembly and the international conferences convened under the auspices of the Assembly or its other organs of the United Nations, as well as in United Nations conferences as set out in the annex to the present resolution' (http://daccess-ddsny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N03/514/70/PDF/N0351470.pdf?OpenElement). 25 State sovereigns might be held accountable through civil society recognition of an alienability of sovereignty from its territory or by withdrawal of external recognition if a sovereign fails to meet recognized social responsibilities. Many academic and non-profit organizations have created indices that measure aspects of sovereign performance. In this regard, an ISO Sovereign Rights and Responsibilities Standard may be achievable. Some arrangement for a civil sector-driven imposition of trusteeship or receivership upon a sovereign could be developed when sovereign performance standards are not met. In the past, sovereigns have attempted to operate state trusteeships or receivership programmes with limited success (Krasner 2004) . Perhaps a non-state driven effort might be worth a try. 26 Recently FIFA has also begun to use its power to try to fight racism in Europe and elsewhere and has banned fans from home games as penalties for racist chants. Given the 'national' identification and passion the game can arouse, it is extraordinary to note how (nation) states are compelled to submit to FIFA rulings. In addition, although the current discussion of limiting the number of 'foreign' nationals playing in 'national' club teams may, if implemented, violate EU labour laws, the very fact that such a discussion can be conducted in all seriousness demonstrates the considerable non-state sovereign global governance powers that FIFA holds. 
Conclusion
Stable and prosperous societies share three fundamental aspects. Their people are fully represented by their cultural, economic, and political institutions, in short, by civil society, commercial society, and political society (government). Civil society receives and allocates resources based on moral suasion. Commercial society receives and allocates resources through markets. Governments receive and allocate resources through power. Inclusive Governance Networks rely upon all three social realms and provide stability as each social realm resolves problems differently, supports and restrains the others, and is distinct but dependent on the others for long term legitimacy and continued functioning. 32
Civil and commercial societies have transcended state boundaries and now operate with global presence. There is nothing that intrinsically binds them to a single state. Only the state and its sovereign are intrinsically territorially bound and without global scope. That the earth is divided into entities that mutually recognize each other as sovereign states does not make any particular state global but instead emphasizes the division of the globe into insular states. Global governance, as currently practiced, is run by distinctly non-global players.
In this context, it is crucial to understand that our argument does not advocate the replacement of the sovereign state by civil and/or commercial non-state sovereign organizations. Instead, we propose that (1) presently, civil and commercial society are subsumed under, and subject to, the powers of a state-based system, (2) this social arrangement is at times dysfunctional and the root cause of the inability to address adequately local and global problems that are increasing in number and severity, and (3) to rectify these problems, the balance between and among civil, commercial, and political society needs to be realigned such that rule making and enforcement is no longer vested solely in the state.
Despite their powers of coercion, states do not have a monopoly on resources. Most of the accessible wealth in the world is held by the civil and commercial sectors of society. 31 As it was suspected of serving as a conduit for terror-related financing, hawala gained prominence in the wake of the 11 September 2001 attacks on the United States. The Western-style banking and finance sector of course also has served illicit purposes. Even when it is wholly legal, it still can run into global governance-related performance problems as the world economic crisis of 2008 and onward demonstrates. Meanwhile, hawala continues, as it must, because much of the world's population lives outside the formal, Western-style private and state banking sectors. 32 These are practical divisions of a unitary whole in which each person is involved in all three aspects: civic work, commerce, and governing.
These resources could become available to support alternative local and global governance systems through a variety of fee-for-service arrangements. For example, if global airlines, tourism, and shipping industries did not have to carry the cost of numerous security provisions (e.g., defensive measures, higher insurance costs, foregone revenues), part of the cost saving could be charged as fees for the governance structures that reduced the risks. Unlike the British and Dutch East India companies, modern world corporations have no desire to raise and maintain their own armed forces.
The new commercial empires like Accor, Allianz, Aramco, BHP Billiton, DeBeers, Embraer, Google, Herstal, Lenovo, Maersk, Mittal, Samsung, Tata, Toyota, or Vodafone, to name a few, easily possess the scope and reach of their colonial predecessors but without imperial sovereign ambitions. Today's corporate private security forces, whether in-house or contracted, are a necessary but otherwise unwelcome cost that corporations would rather not carry. Modern corporations do not wish to behave like state sovereigns; nor do they wish to maintain private military forces to ensure the security of their assets. Most are willing, even eager, to conform to local rules and regulations, and to have local sovereigns ensure the security of their assets and staff. Most just want to get on with business. To get their wish, more forward looking, entrepreneurially-driven action is required by business than is current practice or expectation and civil society should assist commerce rather than looking askance at it. Because peace reduces the cost of business and increases revenue, commercial society (i.e., business and business associations) can be encouraged to become constructive players in shaping an agenda for peace as part of their broader non-state global governance agenda. As demonstrated, there already exist many examples of commerce being engaged in state-transcending global governance structures, institutions, and organizations. This should also be applicable to the arena of peace and security worldwide.
